Classic Hairstyles For Men - An Illustrated Guide To Men's Hair Style, Hair Care & Hair Products
I was just looking for information about hairstyles. I am switching from a generic stylist company to an actual barber shop. I am in my mid twenties and am looking to change my style to a more professional look. I found this book useful, because I had no clue what to tell my new barber. I feel a little more confident after reading this book that I will be able go in describe to the barber what I am
looking for and get the hair cut that I want. I would recommend this book to other men coming out of college and transitioning into a more professional role or any man just looking to change up his style. Keep up the good work.

This book is probably most helpful for young men who are either graduating from high school or about to enter into the workforce for the first time and want to know how to take charge of their hairstyle. The book covers just about any style you might see today, and perhaps a few that you wouldn’t. The diagrams are decent and give you a rough idea of what each style might look like. More useful would have been actual photographs of men sporting each look, but chances are good that one can find examples with a quick Google search. The last section on how to talk to the barber/stylist about your desired hair was very helpful. I’ve often wondered why my haircuts don’t turn out consistently. Now I have the vocabulary to be more specific about what I’m looking for. I was able to review this ebook free of charge. I’d be willing to plunk down a few dollars to support the authors, but the list price strikes me as too pricey for a booklet that can be read in under 20 minutes. Especially when one considers that websites like artofmanliness.com provide similar information at no charge.

Mr. Centeno has put together an excellent overview of what it takes to make a good impression by having a good haircut. As he argues in the book, your haircut goes a long way toward making a good first impression, and good first impressions really affect your income and how you are perceived. I am a frequent reader of Mr. Centeno’s style advice at RealMenRealStyle.com and I’ve watched a number of his very popular videos on Youtube as well. He’s always incredibly thorough, knowledgable and smart in his advice. I highly recommend this book.

While it’s not something I generally worry about or spend much time with, there are lots of people that have trouble with hairstyles or worry about their hair. This book is a good general guide to choosing a hairstyle that fits you, your job, your plans, etc. Many may consider the advice to be simplistic or just common sense, but it is nice to have this information in one place for people that need it.

No one talks about this stuff. We probably learned everything we know about our haircuts from our dads and their barbers (maybe from your friends if they were into that sort of thing). This book lays it all out plain and simple. Just the facts. Terms are defined. Good illustrations. Great descriptions.
Good advice. How to talk to your barber and know what your talking about. Doesn't evangelize for any particular style but gives good guidelines and considerations for choosing any one of them - from the shape of your head to the type of hair you’ve got to whether it works for business.

The only issue I have with this book is that it doesn't have actual photos of the hairstyles described within. Other than that it’s a great book, especially for young men who've never had to deal with adult perceptions in public.

This is really good info no matter what your age. I am thinning on top so I always get my hair cut short on the sides and slightly longer on top. This guide reaffirmed both my hairstyle and whisker style.

Like the stars--it’s Okay, but there is nothing new to jump up and down about. I've found that unless there is something new, stylists/barbers don’t even bother to look at what you give them. It’s missing meat. Great idea, just mediocre execution.
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